Very often we find teachers who forbid their students to use Wikipedia to perform their assignments in class, mostly due to the fact that they do not know how to use it correctly.

Since the creation of Wikipedia in 2001, numerous studies have been carried out on the use of Wikipedia in classrooms, but have barely analyzed the way students should use this tool, and whether their current usage is correct or not.

Reliability

Reliability is not generalizable to all articles. It varies depending on the idiomatic version and the specific article that is being consulted. If the article has references, we should always consult those in order to verify if the information that is in them seems correct. We must understand Wikipedia as a repository of information sources. If a given article does not contain any references, we must question whether the information presented to us is true or not, just as we should distrust a book without any bibliography or explanations about the process of how the information has been obtained. An article may have been written by specialists, or not, the student must be critical about this point in order to determine what is reliable and what is not.

Help

Within Wikipedia there are articles, annexes, discussions and other types of special pages. Users who do not understand the structure of the articles or any of the parts that conform the Wikipedia should ask for help, either from the editors or from the teachers, to get a good understanding of how to use Wikipedia. Editors should always take some time to understand how Wikipedia works, as there are rules and others users working on it.

Moment

Wikipedia is an excellent work tool for the beginnings of an investigation of which data are unknown. In a clear and simple way summaries of certain topics are shown, but it must be born in mind that it is in books and specialized magazines where the students will find more depth on these topics. The information contained in Wikipedia is very useful, but you must know when and how use it.

Citation

If Wikipedia has been used in an investigation, it should never be cited as a bibliographic source, for the simple reason that Wikipedia is not a primary source of information. Yes, those articles that appear in the references should be cited, since they are the primary source. You must read these articles to make sure that the information is what you were looking for, paraphrase the contents of these sources and create your own speech, you should never copy and paste, the text also has copyright.

Few information

It is possible that the article that you visit is incomplete because no one has yet improved it to the point where it is complete and reliable. If there is no data in the language in which we are consulting an article, we can always access the articles of other languages and check if the information is more extensive and if it contains a greater number of references, which can help us to complement the information. This will also be useful to improve your skills in other languages!